
Physical Evidence
(Touch Point)

Walks past the ER entrance, 
activating Safer

Safer App sends 
check-in information to the 
nurse’s Employee 
Management System (EMS)

EMS records nurse log-in
time

Beacon

EMS Servers

Internal servers sync Patient 
System with Safer database

EMS reassigns duty from the
previous shift nurse
PMS reassigns patients to
current nurse

Patient vitals are auto-updated 
from the medical equipment in 
realtime into the Safer PCS

Data is converted from 
speech-to-text

Text and voice recording is updated
on the Safer PCS.

Beacon

Medical equipment that is 
connected to sensor based IoT 
system

Server Server Beacon Phone network 

Beacon

 Beacon Integrated SOS feature

Gesture based controls

Beacon

Phone network

Beacon

Phone network

Server 

PCS updates Patient Management
System with relevant information
for insurance and billing

Medicine information gets
logged into the Medicine
Retrieval System (MRS)

Information gets updated into
the Patient Care System

Additional assistance’s Safer 
app gets synced with the 
profile of the patient in the 
room

Signs in

Ask for day’s assignment

Charge nurse assigns the 
department the nurse will occupy 
that day

Safer system gets synced with the 
current patient list assigned to the 
nurse

EMS records the nurse’s 
assignment and duties

Previous shift nurse reports to 
charge nurse and leaves

Safer Watch App logs the data into 
the Safer PCS.

Takes over from the previous nurse Visits the patients in order of 
urgency/ requirement for 
introductions and check-in

Nurse records patient data on
the Safer Watch app

When the nurse gets time, she
- checks the detailed chart
- verifies information
- logs additional information
- saves information

Beacon next to patient’s bed Beacon next to patient’s bed in the Workstation on Wheels near medicine storage areaBeacon at entrance

Medical Equipment Medical Tools & Medicines Medical Tools

Based on the physician’s
entry into the system,
nurse goes to the medicine 
retrieval system

Physician adds medicine 
for the patient into the system

Apple Watch converts voice
to text realtime

Meidicine Retrieval System
- displays patient-medicine info
- dispenses respective medicines

Patient Charting System saves
verified information into Patient
profile.

Nurses auto logs into the
system via the Safer app.
She
- selects the patient
- verifies the list
- requests for additions 
  from doctor if any
- retrieves the medicine

Performs procedures and  gives 
the dispensed medication as 
directed by a doctor

Quick call to to seek assistance
from floating nurse/ charge nurse/ 
doctor in order of availability

Nurse assists performs 
procedure in collaboration

- As per the situation, nurse 
takes a short break based on 
stress levels indicated by the 
Safer App

-Nurse calls the floating nurse
to temporarily take over the 
shift for their break

-Nurse calls the floating nurse
to temporarily take over the 
shift for their break

- Nurse long-presses the
dial to activate customized 
SOS Feature

- Alternatively, nurse can call 
for help via gesture 
controlled action

Available charge nurse/ 
floating nurse/ doctor 
receives notification to come 
to the requested location

Available charge nurse/ 
floating nurse/ doctor 
receives notification to come 
to the requested location

Charge nurse/ floating nurse/
doctor/ comes to help

- Safer App measures and 
communicates prolonged 
stress levels to the nurse

- Available charge nurse/ 
floating nurse/ doctor 
receives notification to come 
to the requested location

Security is notified and 
comes to assist the nurse

Phase Checkin / Starting Point Handover HandoverVital Check Charting Treatment / Procedure Scenario- Emergency (Additional Assistance) Emergency Assistance Break-time Checkout & Exit

Beacon at entrance

Beacon + Watch App

Medicine Retrieval

Nurse Actions

Front Stage Contact

Back Stage Contact  

Support

Charting Medicine Retrieval

Scenario 1 Scenario 2

Walks out of the entrance, 
deactivating the Safer App

Safer App sends 
check-out information to the 
nurse’s Employee 
Management System (EMS)

EMS records nurse log-out
time

Beacon

EMS Servers

She reports and leaves

Gives status overview to the 
incoming nurse

Beacon + Watch App Beacon + Watch App Watch App Watch App Watch App Watch App Watch AppWatch App (Doctor’s) Beacon + Meds AppPatient Care Web App


